iMResponsible.com – Behavioral Change Tools
Designed to encourage Individual Responsibility and Accountability

The iMR 5 Step processes for those who have destructive behaviors.

TEAM support, involvement, and continuous communications can be the **Compliance Hammers** for many clients.

30,000 Clients have been involved in iMR - 5 Step processes.

Intense Case Management processes have had positive results for:
1. Medical Personnel – Nurses, Physicians, Dentists, etc
2. Transportation Personnel - (DOT), Aviation (HIM)
3. Other Critical Employees

The **Compliance Hammer** is the job and the supervising agency.

---

**IMR WEB DESIGN**
1. Minimize Manual Data Entry Tasks
2. Structured to suit Clinician Habits
3. Data = auto INPUT and OUTPUT
4. Menu - Configuration Options – no codes
5. **ASAM** Criteria and Grid – Objective
6. **DSM-5** – Disorders

**TEAM MEMBERS**
1. Imr
2. Client
3. Family
4. School
5. Employer
6. Legal
7. Corrections
8. Drug Courts – DUI Courts
9. Clinicians & Counselors
10. Social
11. 12 Step
12. Community Resources
13. Spiritual

---

**CLIENT RESPONSIBILITIES**
Be Responsible and Accountable
Join the TEAM

**PARTNER RESPONSIBILITIES**
Oversee | Mediate TEAM Efforts

---

**TEAM DEVELOPS**
“doable” Plan

**CLIENT “accepts”** Results

**Accurate Diagnosis Completed – Link to Example**

---

**Case Manager provides Client status reviews**

**Case Manager works with TEAM on Plan issues**

---

**iMR:**
- Provides Therapy Exercises – Link to Example
- Provides Education Lessons – Link to Example
- Imports and exports electronic data – Link

---

**TEAM INITIATES** Plan tasks

---

**iMR:**
- Reports Status 24/7 + Alerts – Link to Example
- Queries TEAM for task completion and plan status

---

**TEAM MEMBERS**

---

**CLIENT “accepts”** Responsibility for Change

---

**Accurate Diagnosis Completed – Link to Example**

---

**CASE MANAGER WORKS WITH TEAM**

---

**iMR STORES Plan Conditions – Link to Example**

---
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https://www.imresponsible.com
david@imresponsible.com – 208-853-7410